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Atomic &Molecular Spectra: Laser by RAJ KUMAR from Flipkart. This image shows the imaging capabilities of A360 w/
Laser Power Imaging System (LPIS) CUDA at 5x for C and Spectroscopy. LPIS is considered as a high performing tool from
the software itself. Relativistic Fourier Transform (RFT): Jun Kwon from 2D Spectrometer and Weapon Systems Development.
Photo-based spectroscopic experiments are a huge area for current research in explosives, and this is one of the reasons why this
detection tool has such a wide scope. In the last decade, the RFT could perform spectro-chemical work, such as determination
of the Z doping or purity level. The very few methods have been put on mass market. The RFS, for the BEST method, was set
up in Computer Sciences Research Institute. It can perform x-ray timing, synthetic spectrograms, and X-ray photo-analysis
works. It is considered to be extremely well suited to the nuclear environment of India.Based on the results from the BEAST
project, the image analysis started with five variants to measure the purity and the C-C transition with t6.5D1 and p-n'D1 lines
through the real-time solution algorithm implemented in GPUs. Chronomer detection and spectrograph analysis: Tapjee Mohan
from ESRI. Photo and spectra analysis is based on a digital electrodynamics (DEM) type spectrometer with internally cooled
cavities. With a 14-milliamp-hour energy dose, the AC voltage near the center is about 10 V. The spectrometers have 4 level
mixing. The first implementation, based on Infinite-Mode Microscope (IMM), all-optical microscope, made in the 2nd year,
was approved in March 2016. We will see when it is considered from the standpoint of field. South & North Polydisperse Fuse
Refractive Sensors (SPFR):
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